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WHAT IS 
AQUAMURA?

Aquamura is a robust and durable 
wall panelling system made from 
high-pressure WBP (Water and 
Boil-Proof) Birch plywood faced 
with an aesthetically pleasing 
decorative laminate. In any room 
installation, the tongue and 
grooved laminate-faced panels 
quickly fit together with ease and 
use completely hidden fixings for a 
clean look and a hardwearing finish. 

It is a simple, attractive and 
economical way to effectively 
transform interior walls even in the 
most demanding of environments. 
Within a shower enclosure, full size 
boards can clad each wall, minimising 
joints for a hygienic solution, without 
the need for grout that can deteriorate 
over time especially when wet. One 
key benefit of Aquamura is that panels 
can be placed over existing wall 
finishes, making the fitting time much 
shorter than tiling, and minimising the 
duration or disruption of your project.

All our panels are purpose made to suit 
your individual requirements and are 
ideal for busy education, leisure, public 
sector, commercial & retail buildings 
or just as effective in your home. We 
specialise in rich tones, bright colours 
and natural textures to give your 
project a distinctive individual style 
that can compliment any room that 
may be in need of an uplifting look. 

LEGNO ARGENTO (Grain) LUNA  (Stone) BIANCO (Matt)LEGNO FUMO (Grain)CALCOLO (Stone) ICE GALAXY (Gloss)

ARDESIA (Gloss) BARI (Gloss)ASTI (Gloss) BEACH HUT (Grain)

TRAVERTINE STONE (Stone) LUCIDO (Gloss)RUGGINE (Matt) SHIMMER (Gloss)NIGHT GALAXY (Gloss) PIETRA GRIGIO (Gloss)

CAPPUCCINO SLATE (Slate) FROSTWOOD (Gloss)CARRERA (Gloss) LATTE SLATE (Slate)BLIZZARD (Gloss) CALACATTA MARBLE (Gloss)

SABBIA (Gloss)PEARL MARBLE (Gloss) QUARZO (Gloss)MILANO (Gloss) ONYX (Gloss) TRAVERTINE GLOSS (Gloss)

EARTH 
COLLECTION

WHITE 
COLLECTION

METALLIC & URBAN COLLECTION

10
YEAR

GUARANTEE
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EARTH 
COLLECTION

For a stylish quality look, our earth 
collection will provide your room 
with a beautiful and versatile feel.

Available in a variety of colours and 
fashionable, contemporary tones, 
your room can be transformed. From 
marble to onyx, to traditional grain 
effects, this range offers something to 
suit every taste.

Earth Collection 
Panelling featured: CARRERA

Order your samples online at 
www.aquamura.co.uk

Due to variations in the photographic and printing 
process, the colours shown may vary compared to 
actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on 
page 11 for further information and advice.
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METALLIC 
& URBAN 

COLLECTION

In our metallic and urban range, we 
take you to the heights of luxury 

and sophistication, without a 
designer label price tag.

This collection includes everything 
from warm woodgrains, to the more 
urban feel with natural concrete and 

rustic effects. The beautiful high gloss 
black and white panels add a touch 

of luxury and sparkle, for a complete 
designer look.

Metallic & Urban Collection 
Panelling featured: CALCOLO & RUGGINE

Order your samples online at 
www.aquamura.co.uk

Due to variations in the photographic and printing 
process, the colours shown may vary compared to 

actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on 
page 11 for further information and advice.
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Metallic & Urban Collection 
Panelling featured: LEGNO FUMO

Metallic & Urban Collection 
Panelling featured: LUNA & PIETRA GRIGIO
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PLAIN COLOURS 
RANGE (Made to order)

Whatever your project, big or small, we have 
what you are looking for in our bright, bold 
colourful range.

All our panels are purpose made to suit your individual 
requirements, and are ideal for schools, colleges, 
leisure centres, etc, or even in your home. We 
specialise in bright colours, which give your project 
the individual style that can compliment any room, 
that may need an uplifting look.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

FITTING STANDARD PANELS

Aquamura panels have 
an attractive, tough 

laminate surface, and 
are constructed from 
quality water resistant 

plywood.

Inspect panel and 
remove plastic film 

before fitting. Do not 
fit panel if any issue 
is found – report to 

supplier immediately.

Once panel has been 
inspected and any 
necessary cutting 

completed, apply glue 
to back of panel – approx 

1 x 310ml cartridge per 
2400 x 1200 panel.

In order to ensure a 
watertight seal, put a 

thin bead of silicone in 
the trim and slot panel 

into trim.

For best results with 
Aquamura panels, start 
in corner and finish over 

doorway.

Press panel back to wall 
and CSK screw down 

length of grooves end. 
Use appropriate fixings 
depending on material 

of wall.

Apply thin bead of 
colour sealant into 

tongue edge of panel 
joint before fitting next 
panels. (Leave excess 
on face of panel to dry 
overnight and clean off 

the next day.)

Cut last panel of each 
wall to size. Silicone 
edge, fit profile and 

swing into place.

Slide the panel 
into place.

Mark position of final 
piece symmetrically 
over doorway. Cut 

panels and fix. Glue 
and screw where heads 
will be hidden by door 
moulding or coving.

FIXING SHOWER PANELS

Shower panels should be trimmed to the correct 
height and width and then installed resting on the 
shower tray, embedded in silicone.

Panels can be glued back to wall battens or glued 
directly onto a suitable wall. Aluminium internal corner 
jointers and end caps are recommended, with silicone 
applied into the extrusion.

ACCESSORIES

Aluminium jointing sections are available in 2400mm lengths in a 
variety of finishes: S.A.A., polished aluminium, black and white.

DOORWAY

GLUE

Internal 
profile

External 
profile

Continuous 
profile

End cap

ICE CREAM (Matt) FOG (Matt)

POPPY RED (Matt) AZURE BLUE (Matt) DOVE GREY (Matt) TULIP (Matt)

FLORIDA ORANGE (Matt) SUNFLOWER YELLOW (Matt) LIME (Matt) TURTLE GREY (Matt)

PEA GREEN (Matt) ROSE (Matt) COPPERPLATE (Matt) AQUAMARINE (Matt)

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Wipe with a non-abrasive damp cloth and a mild spray detergent.

WARRANTY
Aquamura is guaranteed for 10 years if correctly fitted, 
thoroughly sealed and maintained.

DISCLAIMER
Due to variations in the photographic and printing process, 
the colours shown may vary compared to actual product. 
Natural stone decors by design will vary to replicate natural stone 
variances. It is recommended that actual product samples and/or 
retailer displays are viewed prior to purchase. 
We reserve the right to amend the specification of the products 
shown without prior notice.

DIMENSIONS WEIGHT
STANDARD PANEL

2400 x 590 x 11mm T&G 12kg

SHOWER PANEL

2400 x 1200 x 11mm square cut 24kg

SHOWER PANEL SPECIAL

2400 x 1200 x 11 mm T&G 24kg

SPECIAL PLAIN COLOUR PANEL R ANGE

Available as above sizes and 
up to 3.0m high panels

SPECIFICATION

CORE MATERIAL

Birch plywood

FACE MATERIAL

High pressure 
decorative laminate

REVERSE

Balancing laminate

DOORWAY

GLUE

DOORWAY

GLUE
DOORWAY

GLUE

DOORWAY

GLUE

DOORWAY

GLUE

DOORWAY

GLUE

DOORWAY

GLUE

GLUE

GLUE

DOORWAY

GLUE

Plain Colours Range 
Panelling featured: 

FLORIDA ORANGE & FOG
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DISTRIBUTOR

Version 1.0 05/21

Note: The colours reproduced in this brochure are as close as possible to the actual laminates. 
It is recommended that you obtain samples prior to final specification

For nearest stockists:
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